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ZaKoPhoneTM

Vienna, 16th of January 2009. ZaKoTel GmbH starts with the new Web service 
http://www.zakophone.com.

ZaKoPhone™, a Web based phone that works inside the browser without 
installation.

Calling you neighbor or the uncle in Africa was never that cheap and easy, ZaKoPhone 
is a free Web Service that uses the newest technology to bring high-quality voice com-
munication to people all over the world without the needs of software installation.

„People do not want to download and install software to their PC‘s only for a phone call, 
we built this service for all people who only want to open the web browser for a
phone call, simple calling. The payment methods take care of all people who do not 
own a credit card, so everybody can use this service“, says Alfred Kohl CEO of ZaKoTel 
GmbH.

ZaKoPhone™ use the newest technology for high-quality voice communications. All ser-
vices are developed by ZaKoTel GmbH, this makes it easy to add new features, like IM 
functionality, in the upcoming weeks. With the implementation as web service, users do 
not need to download, upgrade and/or install new software, after the start of the phone 
application every user has the latest version of the application available.

ZaKoPhone™ offers  different ways for the user to load money to their account, not eve-
ryone has a credit card or can send money from his bank account all around the world, 
ZaKoPhone supports Western Union (NYSE: WU) and Moneygram (NYSE: MGI) for this 
reason. Related service providers like eBay Inc. (NASDAQ: EBAY), offering telepho-
ny services through its wholly owned subsidiary, Skype Inc., and charge substantially 
higher fees per minute plus a connection fee, for example, the user saves Euro 0,26 on 
a two minute call to Germany Mobile by using ZaKoPhone.

In fi rst quarter 2009 ZaKoPhone™ will add IM functionality like user2user calls, mes-
senger, Video telephony, inbound calling and many more to ZaKoPhone.

ZaKoPhone™ is a trademark of ZaKoTel Telekommunikations GmbH. All other 
companies and product names may be trademarks of the respective compa-
nies with which they are associated.

About ZaKoTel Telekommunikations GmbH:
ZaKoTel Telekommunikations GmbH, located in Vienna/Austria, is developing and inte-
grating VoIP solutions since 2006. The combination of traditional telephony and VoIP is 
the primary goal of ZaKoTel.
Further information about the company can be found at: http://www.zakotel.com.
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